Graduation Ceremony

During the special ceremony, a total of five hundred
and thirty six (536) graduates were awarded

Celebrating National Day

ACT celebrated the 46th National Day of Oman on
22 November 2016 with color and fanfare.

TRC-FURAP Best Project Award

Engineering Department ‘Smart and Energy-efficient
Aquaponics Greenhouse’ (SEAGSAO) wins the 2016
TRC-FURAP Best Project Award

Excerpts from the Speeches of
His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said
Our determination to move forward with
confidence, towards the broader horizons of
comprehensive, sustainable development,
remains undiminished. While committed to
preserving our own values and identity, we are
enthusiastic about developing international
relations to reinforce the advances already
made. Further progress, we believe, can best
be achieved through hard work and the pursuit
of knowledge, which will prepare Oman and its
citizens for dealing with the emerging realities
of the modern age.

Welcome to e-ACT Magazine,
Second Edition!
It is a pleasure to present the second issue of
our e-ACT magazine. The first inaugural issue,
published last year was a great success and
was received positively by our academic
community.
In this issue, the magazine showcases the
initiatives and milestones marked by our various
centers and departments. It highlights the
major achievements and activities of the past
year such as the Graduation Ceremony, the
National Day celebrations and the TRC-FURAP
Best Project Award. It includes the activities of
the QAO, carried out in preparation for the
OAAA Stage 2 Accreditation, alongside the
awards and accomplishments of our students.
We also have some interesting articles on
language learning and life in general.
This e-platform is an interactive medium
welcoming your valuable feedback and
contributions.
Thank you… enjoy reading!
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A Change in Management
ACT started the academic year (2016-2017) with a new set of management heads
that includes the Dean, the Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs and the ELC
Head. This major rotational change in the administration has been welcomed by
the faculty, administrators and students. The new administration team members
include the new Dean, Dr. Issa Saif Mohammed Al Tubi, Dr. Ahmed Ali Ahmed
Al Shahri, Asst. Dean for Academic Affairs and Dr. Nihad Al Zadjali, the Head of
ELC. The new members have been received with all support, cooperation and
encouragement from staff members and students.
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At the same time, the faculty, administrators, students and staff are grateful to
have worked with the previous Dean, Dr. Qasim Al Mar’ashi, the Assistant Dean
for Academic Affairs, Dr. Said Masoud Ali Kashoob and the ELC Head of Center,
Mr. Younus Al Za’abi. Dr. Qasim Al Mar’ashi has now taken his post as an expert in
the Ministry of Manpower, while Dr. Said Masoud Ali Kashoob and Mr. Younus Al
Za’abi have moved to Ibri College of Technology as the new Dean and Assistant
Dean for Academic Affairs. ACT continues to strive for excellence in education
with the guidance and support of the new management.

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Student Football League
The final match of the College Football League 2015-2016
was held on Tuesday, 24 May, 2016 under the patronage
of Mr. Basim Al Mushaifri, Head of Section of ELP at the
English Language Center. It was between the Najran team
and the Al Wihda team. Mr. Mohammed Mayahi was the
head referee.
The first half of the match ended without goals for both
teams. By the second half of the match, Ala Al Owaisi, a
player of Al Wihda team, managed to score the only goal
of the match, which crowned the Al Wihda team. At the
end, the sponsor of the event honored the winners. Luqman
Al-Saadi, of Al Wihda team, earned the best goalkeeper
award. Majeed Ma’awali, of Najran team, won the best
striker reward, while Alaa Owaisi, of the Al Wihda team,
won the best player award. After that, the sponsor of the

Staff Football League

event presented gold and silver medals to the Najran team

Under the patronage of

players and the Cup of the tournament to the Al Wihda

Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs, the finals of the Staff

team.

Football Championship was held on 23 May, 2016 in Al-

Dr. Said bin Masoud Kashoob

Musanna College of Technology.
The match was between the Educational Technology
Center and Information Technology Department team
and the team of Student Affairs and Engineering. It ended
with a victory of the latter with a score of three against two,
where the first half ended in a tie while the second half
witnessed a great competition ending with the victory of
the team of Student Affairs and Engineering to be crowned
as champions of the tournament.

Open Day
22 March 2016

The major attractions of the day were the Civil Defense
lecture and Exhibition, the Drama Show organized by
Student Affairs, a staff and student 1st Campus ‘Fun Run’
& Book Fair by ETC, a cultural exhibition and competitions
by the departments of Business & IT, competitions in English,
quizzes by the ELC, a student project exhibition by the
Department of Engineering, a cuisine competition, ‘The Best
Dish’ and many more, including lectures and workshops.
The students and staff exhibited their enthusiasm through
their participation in all activities.
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STUDENT AFFAIRS

Blood Donation Camp at ACT
smooth; starting with meeting with the
donors, to running the proper tests,
and finally to donation itself.” Shaimaa
Al Luehi (A Rangers Trooper).
The blood donation starts with a blood
pressure test and a checking of the
hemoglobin level. The donor then fills
out a form. Finally, the blood is drawn,
a process which takes about 10-15
minutes. This is the fifth year in which
Rangers Troops has organized this
campaign.
Rangers Troops at Al Musanna College

donors on its first day, 88 on its second

of Technology had organized a blood

and 60 on its third day.

donation campaign in collaboration

A

with

Rangers Troops

began distributing

Health Services of the South Batinah

advertisements

and

Governorate, Rustaq Hospital Blood

to students and staff regarding the

Bank, from 16th to 18th of February,

importance

2016. Around 225 staff and students

Moreover, a lecture on the awareness

donated their blood at the camp.

of blood donation, its conditions and

The slogan of the campaign was ‘A

benefits, was conducted.

drop of blood saves lives’. The three-

“For me, as an organizer in the blood

day campaign managed to attract 77

donation campaign, the process was

the

Directorate

General

of

week

before

of

the

blood

campaign,
publications
donation.

“Donating blood is one of the basics in
life. With blood, we can save people’s
lives.” Laith Muharrami (A Rangers
Trooper).
“Donating

blood

is

a

noble

humanitarian action that contributes
to saving the lives of thousands of
patients. This is, actually, the first time
that I have donated”
-Jaber Al-Ajmi (A blood donor)

The first ACT
student to
write and
publish a
book!
Safa Saif Al-Faliti
Engineering Student

S

afa Saif Al-Faliti is a student of engineering at Al Musanna College of Technology. She started writing
in 2015, at the age of 13, for school events, Internet forums and newspapers. Her first book was
published by Al-Gasham House in November, 2016. During this period she faced many difficulties

like lack of support and limited publishing and marketing issues for Omani books. Safa, however, is ambitious
and hopes to participate in all competitions and publish more books in different fields. Her present book
touches on personal experiences, feelings, disappointments and recoveries.

Celebrating Our
National Day
ACT celebrated the 46th National
Day of Oman on 22 November, 2016
with color and fanfare. Preparations
for the glorious event started on
Sunday with the decoration of the
campus. Buildings began to wear a
festive look with national flags and
colorful balloons, posters and banners
everywhere.
The occasion was graced by His
Excellency, Abdullah Mohammed Al
Balushi, member of Shura Mussanah
Wilayat and with him were other
members of Shura. After the inaugural
function, Dr. Ahmed Ali Ahmed
Alshahri, Asst. Dean for Academic
Affairs, Ms. Monia Mohammed Al Farsi,
Asst. Dean for Student Affairs and Mr.
Hamed Juma Hamad AlNaimi, Asst.
Dean for Admin and Finance Affairs,
escorted them around the campus to
observe the festivities.
At 11am, there was a cultural show
in the auditorium. Recitation of
national poems and songs and some
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lively stage performances by young
children were some of the highlights of
the programme.
The participation of primary school
children was a major highlight of
the programmes this year. Several
little children were seen in groups
on campus, wearing colorful and
attractive traditional clothes and
holding the Omani flag.
Other special
heritage and
displays
at
departments
competition, a
fun-filled Tug of
at the ELC.

events included the
Aazi art exhibitions,
various
academic
and
a
speech
fashion show and a
War competition held

It was indeed a very happy and
enjoyable celebration for the college
and it reflected the love and respect
of the nationals and expatriates for
the Sultanate of Oman.

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Said bin Ibrahim Al Busaidi ,Her Excellency Dr. Muna Bint
Salim Al Jardani and the sponsors of the event inaugurated
the Student Projects Exhibition. Students from all the
technical colleges actively participated in this forum. As
a part of the regular activities, the students showcased
their talents and creativity through a stage play, a bowling
contest and a ‘Think and Win’ competition for two days.
Stage plays of the day were presented by HCT, ACT and
NCT. ACT presented a theater show named Asmraa.
On the second day of the forum, many different workshops

ACT participated in 5th
Students’ Forum for CoTs

were presented by students of technical colleges. Project
supervisors were also present. The students showcased selfdevelopment, clean energy, sign language and first aid.
Theatrical shows were presented by SHCT and ICT.
On the third day of the forum and during the closing

ACT participated in the 5th Students’ Forum held at the HCT

ceremony, the winners of the projects, contests and

between the 18th and 20th April, 2016.

theatrical shows received awards.

It included many contests, exhibitions and students’
activities. Sayyid Said bin Ibrahim Al Busaidi, Deputy
Governor of Muscat, inaugurated the Forum

ACT received the following awards (the highest number
among the other technical colleges)

with Her

Excellency Dr. Muna Bint Salim Al Jardani, Undersecretary

1- First place for the Best Student Project

at the Ministry of Manpower for Technical Education and

-Hussain Al-Araimi (Engineering student)

Vocational Training. The function was graced by the Deans

2- First Place for the Best Theatrical Performance

of CoTs, Assistant Deans, guests and students.

3- First place for the Best Theatrical Text.
4- First place for the Best Scenography.

The inaugural function included a speech by Dr. Khalid

5- Second place for the Best Actor -Omar Al-Shammakhi

Abdulaziz Ambusaidi, Dean of HCT, which was followed by

6- Second place for the Best Actress -Wadha Al-Saadi

Operetta, showcased by students through poetry. Sayyid

OUTSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Author: Majid bin Khalid bin Majid al-Mahdi
Photographer, Videographer since 2013
Foundation Level 3 Student

I began to participate in the competitions of the International
Federation of Photography (FIAP) in 2015. My first participation was
in the competition for the German Cup on 23 March in 2015. I won
the trophy in the category of Collective Participation in the Under-21
age group as a representative of the Photography Society. On 20 June
2015, I won the first international prize at Circuit Baltic Islands in Spain. I
also won the first position in the Ramadan contest of the Islamic Izz Bank, held on the same date.
In 2015, I won in the International Competitions held in Luxembourg on 25 October for youth in the Under-21 age group.
In 2016, I won again in the 2016 World Cup in the Under-21 age group as the Sultanate representative for Photography
Society and made my beloved country proud.
I was even privileged to take a photo of His Majesty while he was passing by in the royal parade, on his way to attend a
military show on the occasion of the 46th National Day. I am, currently, a photographer working with the ‘Wallah NIstahel’
YouTube team, which discusses social issues affecting our society now and suggests solutions and statistics for these
problems. In future, I have ambitions to outdo myself in photography, represent the Sultanate in international competitions
and raise the name of Al Musanna College of Technology in local forums.

STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL
Student Affairs is pleased to announce the names of the Student Council members for
this academic year (2016-17)and wishes them a proactive year of active involvement.
Student Council members are elected by their peers every year through
the online election system in ACT. The responsibilities of the student council
members are to organize social, extracurricular and academic activities.
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
At Al Musanna College of Technology, quality graduates are the product of an effective teaching and
learning experience. This is also because of the excellent service provided by the backbone of our college,
the Educational Technology Centre. The ETC has always aimed at providing a high quality of service to all
staff and students in the college by adopting and implementing cutting edge technologies.
Ms. Zainab Al Ma’awali
Head of ETC

Major ETC Services updates
Helping ACT become techsmart

The Network, Migration and Implementation
of College Network
Over the last 12 months, the ETC has implemented several
changes in the infrastructure.

The Network, Migration

and Implementation Plan was the key change of 2016. This
project was successfully deployed, installed, and transitioned
into operation. We have consolidated our data centers
into more complex systems as they take advantage of the
increased speed of 10 Gbps and advanced technologies.
We designed our data center to interconnect with Cisco VSS
technology and the network for Virtualized Workload Mobility
with Cisco, EMC and VMware.
The college wireless network has improved as the old Cisco
Access Points were replaced by Aruba. This project resulted in
a Wi-Fi on campus, with full connectivity for staff and students
as well as enhanced services for guest users.

Enhancement of Library services
The ACT Library has added a ‘Library book abstract’ feature
under Book Details. All book titles have been summarized to
give a brief idea about the book and are uploaded in the
Library Information System (LIS).Users will now have access to
basic information about the book by reading the abstract
using the LIS user interface.
In another project, ‘Library Book titles’, book titles have been
sorted out manually and displayed in Excel sheet format to
get the precise number of book titles present in the library.

ETC - Short Term Courses and Trainings
The ETC continues to support learning and the development
of students’ technological skills, as needed in the job market,
through short term courses and workshops. Around 122
students received the training in AY 2015-2016.
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
The new ACT Website version 5
The ACT website has undergone a complete makeover. There
are many reasons why you’ll love the new ACT website. It is
elegantly unique with a large banner that showcases events
in video format. It features a parallax background and has
animations in almost every section. It is responsive and easy
to navigate.

E-Services 2016
Information and Communication Technologies are being
utilized by the college through its e-Services. Internal and
external communications are provided in several ways
to speed up the dissemination of data and information.
Transactions between departments, centers, and sections are
done electronically thereby minimizing the time, effort, and
resources that are being consumed in processing. Through
these e-Services, operational and educational services of the
college are rendered efficiently and effectively to its staff and
students.

Mobile Application
The ACT Mobile app is available on Google PlayStore and
iTunes/AppStore as a bilingual application (supports English &
Arabic) from Sep 2016. The ACT Mobile app provides a single
platform to use all e-services at a single place.
Apart from Act staff and students, ACT Mobile app provides
the accessibility of the application for outsiders. Keeping the
normal user (outsider) in mind, we have introduced a specific
module named as ‘Public Information’.
Apart from giving feedback and rating on Play store, you can
also send your valuable suggestions about the ACT Mobile
app directly to administration through the module called
‘Suggestions’.

E-Learning
This is a web-based resource in which learning occurs via
the internet. E-learning courses are placed on a ‘learning
management system’, which is basically a website especially
developed for that course. All teaching materials are
uploaded to this website for students to access on their own.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTER

testing, reading, and writing. Dr.

Learning is a
Process

Larry Bell, a prominent American

I lived and worked in Queretaro,

been used in English language
teaching.

Teach
Smarter,
Not Harder:
The Pareto
Principle in
ELT

Author:Edilberto Cruz
ELC Lecturer

The 80/20 Principle is in fact already
being applied in the areas of

educator, has successfully used it
to improve standardized test scores
of students by concentrating on
the few critical words that facilitate
students’ comprehension of test
questions. Many schools are now
holding Genius Hours in which
students are allowed a designated

Mexico for seven years. During the
first two, I learned survival Spanish
interacting while doing daily tasks. It
was not financially feasible for me to
study formally until I began working at
Unversidad Autonomia de Queretaro.
My bosses and colleagues there were

time each week to work creatively

very supportive of my efforts and

on personal projects that seamlessly

subsidized 50 % of my classes costs.

blend all learning skills. This is actually

Initially, it was a struggle to learn the

an

own

grammar. It is sometimes said that

genius hour which allows company

Spanish grammar is backwards to

offshoot

of

Google’s

employees to devote 20 percent
of their work time to a personally
chosen research, giving rise to such
innovations as Gmail and Google

English. I don’t see it that way. Nor do I
think of any other language that way.
They are all unique and different. It
took time to learn and accept these

In 1906, an Italian economist named

News.

Vilfredo Pareto made an intriguing

ELT

observation: he found that twenty

awareness of the principle to tailor-

percent of the people in Italy

fit their teaching methodologies to

owned eighty percent of the wealth

the particular needs of the class.

in the country. It was a landmark

For example, they are finding that

observation that remained largely

writing lesson plans are less time-

more about the Mexican culture

within the field of economics until

consuming and more rewarding

once I could speak their language.

1940 when management expert Dr.

when the focus is on a few vital areas

I finally understood why my students

Joseph M. Juran rediscovered the

and processes that generate more

constantly said, “Si, no teacher” in

formula and named it the Pareto

results. They are also discovering

Principle after Vilfrido Pareto and

that they are more effective in

class. They were telling me “yes, but

used it in his research on quality

managing classes and improving

control. The idea entered popular

students’ performance when they

culture when British author Richard

are aware of the vital 20% that

Koch published the now classic,

demands their focus. The possibilities

The 80/20 Principle: The Secret of

are limitless when dedicated, yet

Achieving More with Less. Its basic

often

idea of achieving extraordinary

finally realize there is a difference

results with ordinary efforts has

between teaching smarter and

spread from economics to other

teaching harder.

Teachers

are

overburdened,

using

their

educators

differences into my thinking and
speaking.
This learning experience radically
changed my life and views as an
English teacher. I learned so much

maybe later” and I didn’t get it. I
also no longer hold the belief that
English should be taught using only
English. Sometimes I would present
a concept in parallel, Spanish on
one board and English on the other
board in my classrooms. It always
amazed me how quickly the students
picked things up when I did this. Keep

education

in mind, my Spanish was far from

where it has been applied in areas

perfect at the time. If it helps students

such as curriculum development

to use their mother tongue from time

and

management.

to time, then I think this is acceptable

Interestingly, it has even recently

because I believe how I teach is all

disciplines

including

classroom

about my students and how they
learn, not my style.
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lifelong

BE DIFFERENT
- PEEL THE ORANGE WITH SPOON!!!!
Albert Einstein once said:

I have now lived in the Middle East for 6
years, 5 in The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA) and the last one here in Oman.

Do you know that life can be significant if we just think a little differently?
Have you ever thought of being different from the rest? You can be the

Unfortunately, I didn’t learn all that much

best among all people. You just want one thing only. You just want do

Arabic while in KSA as I never asserted

things in a different way. For example, everyone peels an orange with

myself enough. I took classes off and

a knife. Be different and peel orange with a spoon! People may laugh at

on, but didn’t keep up my practice so

what you do. Don’t worry. After sometime, you will see them follow you!

the Arabic has slipped away. Instead I

All of us wear a watch when

we go out.

opted for the easier more comfortable

Try one day to go without

your watch.

path, speaking my native tongue. This is

When you want to know

what time it

is, just imagine the time! Or

be different

and help your mother, sister

or wife at

home. There is no problem

in

t h e m

because

you

are

different

f r o m

o t h e r s .

Did

try

always a comfortable alternative when
abroad. Dealing with life in general can
often be stressful enough. Now here in
Oman, I find the people so incredibly
friendly and helpful that I want to jump
back into this interest.
Life is all about learning, whether in a
high school, a college, or university. We

different

at school, at work or in our daily lives.

place,

sleep in a

Whether you make the opportunity

different

place

to study or are fortunate enough to

speak

in

a different way? Try to

be offered the chance to get a post-

smile

in

a way that makes others

secondary education or simply learn

s m i l e

at you. I don’t ask you

another language, you will undoubtedly

to

a clown. Only to learn

never regret it. Education in general,

that the smile is a gift for you before it is to others. Don’t lose your smile!

opens so many doors to the future and
benefits can be out of this world. The
only limitation would be how wild your
dreams are. So go for it and do it. For
yourself and your future.

Author: Silvia Cecilia
ELC Lecturer

in

to

a

are all learning something all the time,

sit

you

helping

be

or

So there are different ideas, but you can stand out from the crowd with
your own unique ideas and style. Don’t be cooped up in a routine box.
Just be different from others in the world and you will be the greatest
among them. You can move mountains. Why, you can be the world!

Author:
Azhar Nasser Said AlNaabi
Foundation Student

ENGLISH LANGUAGE CENTER

Culture and ELT:
Assimilation
versus
Understanding
Introduction
This happened in a classroom when I was invigilating an
exam a few years ago. My co-invigilator announced that
the time was up and asked the students to stop writing
and put their papers face down on their desks. A female
student at the corner was still writing hurriedly to conclude
her essay. On noticing this, he raised his voice and told her
to stop writing. She, without raising her head, replied, “Wait
teacher, just one minute”, and continued writing. This made
the teacher very angry; he went to her and snatched her
paper. The student was shocked and she started grumbling
in her native language to which all students laughed. Later,
he told me that he had never seen such an insolent and
disobedient student in his life. After a while, the student
went to the HOC with her friends and complained against
the teacher, picking some new words they learned from
a lesson on courtesy, “He yelled at me and he was very
rude.” The teacher was called to the office for a clarification
but both parties insisted on disciplinary action against the
other. Although this issue originated from a small incident, it
is actually the lack of cultural understanding that worsened
it.

Language and Culture
It has been a topic of hot debate for many decades
among educators and curriculum designers as to whether
the cultural aspects of a second language should be
introduced in its syllabus. Some researchers argue that
language and culture are inextricably linked. Moreover,
if teachers introduce the culture of a second language
into the classroom, they can certainly awaken the curiosity
of learners and strengthen their motivation and interest
in learning. However, if the learners’ ethnic backgrounds,
religious beliefs or political ideologies conflict with the
target culture, it may also hinder language acquisition.
Hence, in second language acquisition, the role of target
culture should be limited to knowledge and understanding
rather than its adaptation. Every language has certain
cultural associations. It serves the primary function of
facilitating communication among a group of people who
share the same values, beliefs and customs. It is also the
medium through which people preserve their innate culture
and traditions and keep it alive. Some sociolinguists argue
that language is culture and it is the soul of the people who
speak it.
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Culture and Second Language Acquisition
When a person begins to learn a new language, s/he also
assimilates a part of its culture in addition to its linguistic
aspects. S/he also, unconsciously, aligns himself/herself
with the culture of that language to some extent. To speak
a language fluently, one should be able to think in that
language. And if learners are not aware of the cultural
associations attached to a language, it will be difficult for
them to think in it. In short, learning a second language
also means learning about another culture. Culture and
language are interlinked so that learning a new language
results in learning about a new culture and looking at the
world with a different perspective. Some sociolinguists
argue that, without the study of culture, second language
learning is inaccurate and incomplete because what
is found in one language may not be found in another
language due to cultural differences. Language learning
becomes meaningless if learners do not know anything
about the people who speak the target language or the
country in which the language originated.
It is also equally important for EFL/ESL teachers to study the
cultural background of their learners in order to understand
better their learning styles and preferences. Cultural or
ethnic background determines the choice and use of
students’ learning strategies. Therefore, knowledge about
learners’ culture can also help teachers customize their
lessons by avoiding any verbal or non-verbal elements that
might clash with the students’ culture.

Conclusion
To conclude, learners of English language may have some
specific purposes in mastering it. Their main purpose is not
to merge with a foreign culture but to fulfill their dream of
meeting global standards in education and to improve
the quality of their life. Hence, they do not need to be
completely absorbed into the alien culture and give up
their local culture. Instead, they just need to have a good
knowledge and understanding of that culture to facilitate
their social and psychological integration with the target
language. In short, second language acquisition shouldn’t
be at the expense of losing one’s distinct cultural identity;
rather it should be aimed at benefiting from the target
language – mastering the verbal and nonverbal skills in the
target language as a progressive step in the path of one’s
linguistic and cognitive development.

Author: Dr. Binu Mathew
ELC - Level 3 Coordinator
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Fun with Language
Learning a language need not always

Q: Why can’t a bicycle stand up?

Q: You may enter, but you may not

be a serious affair. In fact, learning

A: Because it’s two tired!

come in, I have space but no room,
I have keys but open no lock. What

becomes memorable, if we can enjoy
ourselves while we learn.

Q: Why was the boy sitting on his

am I?

In the case of English, it can be a lot of

watch?

A: A computer!

fun. There are many ways in which we

A: Because he wanted to be on time.

Q: What is as light as a feather but
even the world’s strongest man

can enjoy using the English language
and learn from it. These include puzzles,

Q: Where do computers go to dance?

couldn’t hold it for more than a

riddles, jokes that play on words. There

A: The disk-o!

minute?

are several jokes using the interplay of

A: His breath!

words that help us understand how a

Q: What did the boat say to the pier?

Q: Which word has thousands of

word can have many meanings. Some

A: What’s up, dock?

letters?

words sound alike but have different

A: ‘Mailbox’!

spellings and give different meanings

Q: What do you call a dog on the

Q: What can you catch but not throw?

(Homophones).

beach in the summer?

A: A cold!

A: A hot dog!

Q: What is black when clean and

Some

may

sound

and spell alike but mean differently

white when dirty?

(Homonyms).
Here are some simple jokes that

Q. Why did the banana go to the

use homophones or puns - words

hospital?

that sound similar but have different

A: Because he wasn’t peeling well!

meanings.
For example:

A: A blackboard!
Now that you know how
homophones, homonyms and riddles

Q: Why did the boy take a ladder to

can be used, try making up some of

school?

your own!

A: He wanted to go to high school!
Q: When should you buy a bird?
A: When it’s going cheep!

For further reference you can go to
Q: What is a cow’s favorite place?

these websites:

A: The mooseum.

http://www.magickeys.com/books/
riddles/words.html;

(Tip: ‘Cheap’ as in ‘not expensive’
and ‘cheep’ as in the cheeping

Q: What do fish take to stay healthy?

www.spellingcity.com/homophones-

sound made by birds.)

A: Vitamin sea.

and-homonyms.html;

Can you spot the homonym in this

Q: Where do you put barking dogs?

joke?

A: In a barking lot.

Q: Why do cows wear bells round

Q: How does the ocean say hello?

their neck?

A: It waves.

http://answersafrica.com/best-funnyjokes-riddles.html

A: Because their horns don’t work!
Now here are a few riddles that play
(Tip: Play on the words ‘horns’. Cars

on words: A riddle is a statement or

have horns. So do cows!)

question or phrase that has a double
meaning and must be solved, like a

Here are some more for you to enjoy!

puzzle.
For example:

Q: Why are As like flowers?
A: Because bees come after them!

Q: Take away my first letter, and I
still sound the same. Take away my

Q: What did the snowman say to the

last letter, I still sound the same. Take

customer?

away the letter in the middle, I still

A: Have an ice day!

sound the same. I am a five letter
word. What am I?
A: ‘EMPTY’

Dr. Asha Varma
ELC Lecturer

Department

Diploma

Advance Diploma

Bachelor

Total

M

F

Total

M

F

Total

M

F

Total

M

F

Total

Engineering

118

5

123

11

2

13

84

12

96

213

19

232

Information
Technology

11

11

22

1

4

5

1

65

66

13

80

93

Business
Studies

23

35

58

1

5

6

30

117

147

54

157

211

Total

152

51

203

13

11

24

115

194

309

280

256

536

Graduation Ceremony,
Al Musanna College of
Technology, 2016
The prestigious ACT Graduation Ceremony
was held at the college campus on 24th
October, 2016 at 7.00 P.M.
After the formal inauguration with the

Program (FURAP) projects and the awards

rendition of the Holy Quran, the College

and achievements of ACT. He expressed

Dean, Dr. Issa Saif Mohammed Al Tubi,

his sincere gratitude to the academic and

addressed the gathering.

non-academic staff members of ACT as
also to the parents for their contributions
Dean

and sacrifices. He invoked Allah’s blessings

congratulated the successful graduates

on all of Oman, wishing its prosperity and

for their hard work and contribution, the

continuous progress under the leadership

refinement of their talents and their effective

of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said.

participation in local and international

The Dean’s inspiring speech brought a

competitions. He mentioned the Faculty

wonderful sense of pride and achievement

mentored Undergraduate Research Award

to the staff and graduates of ACT.

In

his

welcome

message,

the

Graduation Ceremony 2016
Honor Graduates

3. Aida Zaher Saif Al Hamrashdi

Engineering
Electrical Power Engineering,
Bachelor Level
1. Adil Ali Hammod Al Harthi
2. Mazin Saif Alabed Al Riyami

Internet and E-Security, Bachelor Level
1. Mariam Musabah Mohammed Al Neiri
2. Ruqiah Salim Mohammed Al Jahwari
3. Afaf Gabish Abdullah Al Badri

Mechanical Engineering,
Bachelor Level
1. Abdullah Masoud Ouiad Al Shariqi
2. Sami Ahmed Nasser Al Kharousi
3. Ahmed Sulaiman Saif Al Hinai

Software Engineering, Bachelor Level
1. Fatma Hamdan Saif Al Nadabi
2. Abeer Hassan Salim Al Harasi
3. Amirah Mohammed Salim Al Khamisi

Mechanical Engineering,
Higher Diploma level
1. Essam Latif Ghulam Al Balushi

Business Studies
Accounting, Bachelor Level
1. Nawal Hamad Mohammed Al Ghafri
2. Majida Saif Musabah Al Maawali
3. Rashid Mohammed Said Al Saidi

Mechanical Engineering, Diploma level
1. Ibrahim Suliman Khalfan Al Harmali
2. Ali Abbas Ali Al Ajmi
3. Mohammed Suliman Nasser Al Qasmi
Electronics and Telecommunication
Engineering, Bachelor Level
1. Iman Rabiea Salum Al Hatali
2. Maha Mohammed Khamis Al Lueihi
3. Amina Hamad Saif Al Darmaki
Computer Engineering,
Higher Diploma level
1. Hanan Said Suliman Al Saidi
Information Technology
Networking, Bachelor Level
1. Quarah Nasser Saif Al Abri
2. Wafa Said Ali Al Kuliei

Accounting, Diploma Level
1. Miznah Salim Marhoon Al Subhi
2. Zahra Dhahir Othman Al Siyabi
3. Buthaina Rabiea Mohammed Al Siyabi
Human Resource Management, Bachelor Level
1. Hajer Mohammed Suleiman Al Jahwari
2. Zainab Salim Khamis Al Habsi
3. Khalsa Hamad bin Nasser Al Jabri
Human Resource Management, Diploma Level
1. Samira Abdullah Hamad Al Hosni
2. Kaltham Hilal Hamad Al Mahfodhi
3. Ayoub Nasser Zayed Al Khanbashi

During the special ceremony, a total
of five hundred and thirty six (536)
graduates were awarded with Bachelor
(309), Advanced Diploma (24) and
Diploma (203), Business Studies (211),
Engineering (232) and Information
Technology (93) degrees.
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A message from our Graduates …
The joy of my success is the most beautiful delight to me, I feel it deeply in my
heart and pulse. We thank God and thank him a million times and pray to
surmount all odds and have good results.
Doing the best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment.
Mohammed Saleh Calendar Al Balushi
BS, Diploma

Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can. Success seems to
be connected with action. Successful people keep moving.
They make mistakes but they don’t quit.
Alwaleed Khaled Salem Al Hosni
IT, Diploma

I am so glad and very pleased on this graduation day because I have
achieved my goal. And I hope to be going for further study.
Ibrahim Abdullah Sulaiman Al-Mujini
Engineering, Diploma

Success is not measured by what you accomplish, but by the opposition
you have encountered and the courage with which you have maintained
the struggle against overwhelming odds.
Hussein Abdullah Saleh Al Araimi
Engineering, Bachelor

The first step towards success is taken when you refuse to be a captive of
the environment in which you first find yourself. I am very happy to be
one of the graduates today.
Said Rashid Saead Al Khawaledi
BS, Diploma

BUSINESS STUDIES

Global Entrepreneurship Week 2016
Building Entrepreneurs of Tomorrow
A Department of Business Studies Endeavor

In our endeavor to build entrepreneurs of the future and

various activities and elicited the creativity and imagination

to celebrate Global Entrepreneurship Week (GEW) 2016,

of students. Students solved puzzles which helped in the

the Department of Business Studies, Al Musanna College

improvement of logical and team skills.

of Technology, recently organized some entrepreneurship
events – an ‘Innovation Camp’ and a ‘Student Business

Day 2:

Exhibition’.

A ‘Student Business Exhibition’ was organized to show case
the young entrepreneurs and their creative business ideas.

Day 1:

The exhibition was inaugurated by our Dean Dr. Issa Al Tubi.

The main event was a workshop - ‘Innovation camp’ -
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conducted by Mr. Azzan Al Busaidi of Injaz, Oman, which

Students from various colleges of technology participated

was attended by students from various specializations

in the event. The exhibition was successful in building the

(Entrepreneurship for Batch 2016). The workshop comprised

spirit of entrepreneurship among students.

BUSINESS STUDIES

Five top tips for pre-exam preparation
- Eat healthy snacks between meals
to sustain mental and physical energy

We bring you the most important
ingredients for a healthy mind, the best
possible start for quality study, revision
and a fortified exam performance.
A brief search on Google is sufficient
to discover the large volume of
evidence to suggest the food we eat
directly affects the performance of
our brain. Wave after wave of studies
suggest that by eating the right food,
we can boost our IQ, improve our
mood, sharpen our memory and even
keep our mind more active.
Many reports suggest that if you give
your brain the right nutrients, you
are likely to be able to think quicker,
retain more information, be better
coordinated and have improved
concentration – the perfect recipe for
success in the exam hall.
Outlined below are some common
theories on just a small number of
nutrients and foods.
The essential omega-3 fatty acids –
found in oily fish including salmon,
sardines and fresh tuna, as well as fish
oil, walnut oil and flaxseeds (linseeds)
– are high in DHA, fatty acid crucial
to the health of our nervous system.
Low DHA levels have been linked to
a higher risk of memory loss. Fish also
contains iodine, which is believed to
improve mental clarity.
Research from Tufts University in the
US and published in the Journal of
Neuroscience suggests that blueberry
extract can improve short-term
memory loss.
Meanwhile, fortified cereals are a
great source of vitamin B12 and also
contain complex carbohydrates that
release energy over a long period

and will keep you more mentally alert
throughout the day.
Vitamin C has long been thought to
have the power to increase mental
agility. One of the best sources of this
vital vitamin is blackcurrants, while a
handful of poppy seeds a day is all you
need to get your recommended daily
amount of zinc, vital for enhancing
memory and thinking skills.
In a study carried out by the University
of Sydney in Australia, men and
women who consumed the most
vitamin C performed best in tests for
recall, memory and attention.
A study published in the American
Journal of Epidemiology suggests that
a good intake of vitamin E might help
to prevent poor memory. Nuts are a
great source of vitamin E along with
leafy green vegetables, seeds, eggs,
brown rice and wholegrains.
But not only is the right food important,
when we eat is important.
First thing in the morning, don’t just rely
on coffee to give you a kick start. Take
the time to eat a proper breakfast and
you’ll reap the rewards throughout the
day. For a balanced diet, choose a
wholegrain low glycaemic index (GI)
cereal like porridge, granola or muesli
with semi skimmed milk or whole meal
toast with eggs. The sugars in these
foods are released more slowly into
the blood stream, which means that
they satisfy your hunger for longer and
help your energy levels to increase.
The best thing to do is turn to
experience – and nothing beats
testing out the theories yourself to
reach your own conclusions.

Don’t fall into the ‘sugar trap’ by
reaching for the chocolate bar or a
can of fizzy drink. After the initial boost
in energy, you’ll feel even more tired
and anxious. Eat a handful of dried
fruit and nuts instead

- Avoid too many stimulants like tea,

coffee and so-called ‘high energy’
drinks, as well as over-processed foods
like crisps and biscuits

- Avoid too much red meat, at least
in the last few days before your exams.
Though rich in valuable iron, zinc and
protein, your body must work harder to
process it, putting a drain on digestive
energies
- Go to bed early – with a calming cup
of camomile tea – the night before
your exams. Staying up late or revising
all night will leave you exhausted for
the big day.
Source: www.ivillage.co.uk
Eating a healthy, balanced diet is an
important part of maintaining good
health, and can help the student
perform better.

Mr. Jaffer Ali Khan
Head of Section - Accounting
Business Studies

BUSINESS STUDIES

Industrial Visits
expands their knowledge base but also
improves their career prospects.
Our

participants

also

got

an

opportunity to interact with students
of SQU. They were informed about the
various competitions conducted by
the MSM for college students in Oman.
One such competition is the ‘Financial
Statement Analysis Challenge’.
The students were accompanied by
faculty members, Mr. Jaffer Ali Khan,
Mrs. Shagufta Mohammed Farooq, Mrs.

Report on Student Visit to
MSM Forum at SQU

Jayasree Rajendran and Mr. Divakara Reddy Narasaraju.

The stock market plays a crucial role in a country’s
economic and financial sector development. Information is
one of the most powerful tools for improving the investment
environment. The Omani financial sector has witnessed
significant transformation, and it has been the endeavor of
MSM to provide the present and potential investors with an
efficient and transparent investment environment. MSM also
strives to create awareness about investment opportunities
available in the Sultanate and disseminates information by
conducting gatherings at various educational institutions.
A two-day forum was organized by the MSM, in collaboration
with the Students Forum, Sultan Qaboos University (SQU),
represented by the College of Economics and Political
Science to provide information about the various activities
and competitions conducted by the MSM.

The session

included lectures on ‘Overview of the Muscat Securities
market, ‘Capital Market Authorities’, and ‘Interaction with
stock brokers like Muscat Clearing and
Depository Company (MCDC), which
was attended by students pursuing
the Accounting specialization.
The educational exhibition facilitated
students’

understanding

of

the

structure of MSM, its operations and
the functions of the Capital Market
Authority. They also learnt about
online stock trading which not only
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Royal Opera House
Management Visit
Marketing students were invited by the Royal Opera House
Management to attend an educational stage presentation
delivered by the ROHM staff members last Wednesday - 26
October, 2016. The show demonstrated the backstage
preparation, including stage, sound and lighting systems.
Later, the students had an informative tour of the building.
After the tour, the students had a discussion with the
Marketing Director at the Royal Opera House, Muscat, Mr.
Michelle Jamail.
Our students had a chance to explore Service Marketing
in reality. ACT is thankful to Mr. Wael Qafish, the director of
Educational and Outreach Department for his cooperation
in arranging for the visit.

BUSINESS STUDIES

Field Visit to Accounting and Advisory Firm

The students of B. Tech (Accounting) specialization had a field visit to Crowe Horwath, the accounting and advisory
services firm, situated in Ruwi, Muscat, on 13th November, 2016. The students were accompanied by two staff members,
Ms. Samyuktha and Mr. Santhosh Nithyananda.The purpose of the visit was to enlighten the students about the practical
aspects of auditing.
Mr. Jim Joseph Itty, FCA, Director – Assurance & Corporate Finance and Mr. Fareed A.R. addressed the students. They
held a presentation on:
•

The audit process

•

Career options available in auditing

•

Compliance framework of auditing

•

Auditing standards and 			

•

Practical Auditing

At the end of the class there was a question-answer session for students which helped them to clear all their doubts about
auditing. They were able to understand the difference between the theories that they learn and the actual practice of
auditing which can help them when they enter the auditing profession in future.

Muscat Securities Market
The Department of Business Studies (Human Resource Management) arranged a one-day industrial visit to the Muscat
Securities Market (MSM) for Diploma II students, specializing in Human Resource and Marketing. The visit was arranged to
enrich their learning by exposing them to the real workplace.
Students of the Financial Institutions and Services course, along with faculty members Dr. Santosh B.R. and Mr. Divakara Reddy, visited MSM on Wednesday 16th November, 2016. Our students were given a complete overview about the
securities market and online trading by Mr. Kamal bin Rashid (Information & Awareness Dept. at MSM).

ENGINEERING

ACT Engineering
Department
SEAGSAO wins the
2016 TRC-FURAP
Best Project Award
under the Energy and
Industry Sector
ACT congratulates the SEAGSAO team and other Engineering
staff who assisted in the project for their achievement and
wishes them greater success in future endeavors.

Al Busaidi, Mohammed Rashid Al
Maqbali, Gharib Jamil Al Mahrazi,
Raad Khalifa Al Izki, Amal Saud Al
Hadhrami and Hiba Bader Al Rujaibi
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ACT Engineering Department ‘Smart

was

and

to

Energy-Efficient

Aquaponics

designed
primarily

and

promote

implemented
sustainable

led by their

academic supervisor,

Ms. Analene Montesines Nagayo. The

Greenhouse for Sustainable Agriculture

agriculture

farming

awarding ceremony was held during

in Oman’ (SEAGSAO) won the 2016

practices and engineering methods

the TRC Annual Research Forum at the

TRC-FURAP Best Project Award under

that are profitable, environmentally

Grand Millennium Hotel, Muscat on

the Energy and Industry Sector. Out of

sound and beneficial for communities

October 5, 2016.

99 FURAP-funded projects by the TRC

in Oman.

for 2015, SEAGSAO was selected as the

The best FURAP project award was

best research project in its category.

won by SEAGSAO student researchers,

This multi-disciplinary research project

Rashid Saif Al Yahmadi, Maher Khalifa

using

modern

ENGINEERING

IEEE ACT Student Branch Inauguration

Chief guest Dr. Ahmed Al Naamany
enlightened the students regarding
the importance of being a member of
IEEE and other technical societies. He
gave the students a brief about IEEE
and its various activities conducted
worldwide. He highlighted the various
benefits of being an IEEE member.
Engr. Arnold N. Santos, Secretary of IEEE
Oman, distributed IEEE membership
certificates to students in the presence
of Dr. Said Kashoob, the Assistant Dean

On May 3rd 2016, the Electrical &

attended included Engr. Arnold N.

Electronics

Santos, Secretary of IEEE Oman,

Engineering

Section

in

the Department of Engineering at Al

Dr. Said Masoud Ali Kashoob, former

Musanna College of Technology (ACT)

Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs,

organized the inauguration of the

Mr. Abdul Hamid Al-Hinai, Head,

IEEE ACT Student Branch, under IEEE

Engineering Department and some

Oman Section. The chief guest was Dr.

faculty members.

Ahmed bin Mohammed Al Naamany,

The ACT Student Branch was assigned

Dean of Modern College of Business

a branch code (STB 20135) and now

& Science and Vice-Chairman, IEEE

comprises 26 students and 3 faculty

Oman Section. The members who

members.

First, Second Prizes in Project
Competition at Middle East College
The Electronic Engineering Forum of Middle East College
organized a project competition from March 28 to 30,
2016, which called for projects from various private and
government institutions across Oman.
The first prize was won by ACT Engineering Students
Al Hussain Abdullah Saleh Al Arimi and Loay Saif
Mohammed Al Mawali for their project ‘SMART SOLARPOWERED AIR QUALITY CONTROL AND MONITORING
SYSTEM FOR HOMES’ supervised by Ms. Analene
Montesines-Nagayo. The second prize was won by Ms.
Bahiya Hamed Khalfan Al Qutatiti and Ms. Fatma Salim
Khamis Al Rubai for the project ‘WIRELESS SELF BILLING
TROLLEY IN SHOPPING MALLS’ supervised by Ms. Tresa
Sangeetha.

for Academic Affairs.
At

the

end,

the

programme

highlighted the recent achievements
and progress made by students in
their projects in Electrical & Electronics
Engineering.
Mr. Naga Venkata Ramakrishna, IEEE
Student Branch Counselor at ACT,
gave the vote of thanks.

ACT Engineering Student
wins first prize in HCT
The Higher College of Technology, Muscat organized a
project competition from April 18 to 20, 2016.
Al Hussain Abdullah Saleh Al Arimi and Zaid Al Baloshi
again won the first prize for their engineering project
‘SMART SOLAR-POWERED AIR QUALITY CONTROL AND
MONITORING SYSTEM FOR HOMES’ supervised by
Ms. Analene Montesines-Nagayo.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Quote of the year:

Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you
will never cease to grow.

							-Anthony J. D’Angelo

Why Certifications matter!
Author: Mohammad Khalfan Al Flaiti
IT Lecturer

Whether you are an experienced professional or just starting a career in Information Technology, training and certifications
open up new career opportunities. To achieve professionalism in any area, you need to have the knowledge and the
required skills to do so. Being a lecturer in the Networking field in the IT department, one of my ultimate goals is to keep
enhancing my knowledge and skills so that I can provide my students with the most appropriate information about the
field. I found a way to achieve this goal through gaining certifications. Having certifications helped me in obtaining new
skills and knowledge as well as proving my professionalism in the field.
If you are looking for certifications in networking, then here is a list of the top three certificates:
• CCENT: This certification validates the skills required for entry-level network support positions, the starting point for
many successful careers in networking.
• CCNA : This certification is divided into four curriculums, each covering introduction to working, routing and switching
technologies, scaling networks and connecting networks through WAN technologies
• A+: This certificate is to establish knowledge in troubleshooting network hardware devices.

5 reasons why you
should join the IT
Society
Author:
Ibrahim Ali Harib AL-Balushi
Advanced Diploma -IT Student

It is likely that at some point during your time at ACT
you’ve been requested to join the IT society, but have you
actually joined it? It is easy to dismiss societies - they take
up too much extra time and effort that could be better
used in studying and working, right? Wrong!
Here are the top five reasons to join the IT society

If you want to join the IT society, check out the http://act-society.blogspot.com.
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The Evolution of Teaching @ ACT:
The Only Constant is Change
A talk with Dr. J. Lenin Fernando, Head of Section - Networking

A variety of phrases have been coined to describe a critical

opportunities for their input and will respond to their ideas.

shift in mission and purpose of higher education. The move
from Instruction Paradigm to Learning Paradigm has been

Q: Do the staff you supervise cover the content in the

promoted widely in ACT. We asked Dr. Lenin Fernando, the

syllabus using student-centered learning approaches?

HoS of Networking who has been in ACT for over a decade,

Content coverage is still high priority for faculty members,

his views on the evolution of Teaching and Learning.

especially for faculty members teaching prerequisite
courses on which faculty members teaching downstream

Q: Can you delineate your move from teacher-centered to

courses are depending for student preparation. Answers

student-centered in stages?

to this question depends solely depend on individual

First, using student-centered learning approaches to

teachers. Although some teachers indicate that they cover

teaching never means that teachers do not lecture. Next,

as much or most content with student- centered learning

slow, thoughtful, reflective transitions to student-centered

approaches, some adopters of student-centered learning

learning approaches are likely to lead to the most

approaches indicate that they now cover marginally less

sustainable changes in teaching. Moving out from behind

content than when they exclusively lectured, but that

the relative safety of the lecture podium to adopt the types

students are learning more.

of active strategies that shift classroom emphasis towards
student participation and learning is often an unsettling

Q: Can you use student-centered learning approaches

prospect, even in the small-class setting. I express great

when teaching large classes?

confidence strategies like Bookend Lectures, Learning

Sure. It should not be a problem. Mostly, SCL will have

Cycle Instructional Models, Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL),

activities in pairs or in small groups. So, the only difference

Incorporating Inquiry and Problem-Based Learning that

of a large class is, it will have more groups.

has enabled me to restructure entire courses using simple,
easily implemented approaches.

Q: Can you describe the challenges you faced in studentcentered learning approaches?

Q: How do you respond to student resistance when you

The major issue faced is when students have their beliefs

start using student-centered learning approaches?

and values on traditional learning challenged; especially

Since you will be asking learners in your class to behave

the students who have just joined the college. There is

differently, you should expect some resistance, since all

sometimes a general lack of control over content. Also,

humans tend to resist requests for changes. So anticipate

I have noticed an excessive workload associated with

some resistance and be prepared to address the resistance

changing teaching approach.

constructively. Explain to students why you have chosen to

teacher’s ability to instill curiosity is the determining factor

adopt these approaches and how you think it will benefit

in quality results.

them. It may be helpful to indicate that you will be providing

But as I believe, the

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Research @ IT:
Success Archives
and specificity of Computer-aided diagnosis. His articles
The research profile of the staff in the Department of IT at ACT

have been published in international journals like Springer,

is increasing and attaining international prominence. The

Elsevier, IJRRCS, ATC, SJASS, IJERO, GJCSIT and IJACEN. He

research interests of the academic staff include applications

has also presented in international conferences like AET,

on Digital Image Processing, Content Authentication,

IEEE Xplore, MESM, ICET and IRCCSME. His newsletter articles

Network Security, Image Extraction Techniques, Artificial

have been published in ACEEE and he has a number of

Intelligence applications and Computational Linguistics.

research reviews for various publications.

Dr. Shaji Kalistine Apolinmary

Ms.

has

submitted her thesis for doctoral

a

successfully
paper

on

published

‘Word

Sense

Jereesha

degree

in

Mary

has

Information

just
and

Disambiguation – A Context-

Communication Engineering in the

based Multimode WSD Model’

sub domain of Network Security.

in

Journal

With a research focus on Digital

Applications

Image Processing, Watermarking,

of

the

International

Computer

Foundation of Computer Science (FCS). Partnering with

Content Authentication and Network security, she has

Ms. Tamilarasi. G, he has also

published a number of research papers in well-ranked

presented a paper on ‘Multiparty

research journals and conferences. Her most recent

Data Sharing and Computation

paper on ‘COMPRESSED IMAGE AUTHENTICATION USING

using

preserving

CDMA WATERMARKING AND EMRC6 ENCRYPTION’ has

Data Sharing with Anonymous

been published in the Technical Journal of the Faculty of

ID

Engineering and Scientific Research -Circuits and Systems.

Privacy-

Assignment’

at

the

first

symposium of Communication,
Information Technology and Applied Biotechnology under

In the field of Geomatics

the section ‘Current Trends and Future Scope’ in Sur College

Engineering, the work of

of Applied Sciences.

Dr. Prabhu Natarajan has
been

His

Dr. Anooj P. K. has been making

latest

a significant contribution to

Based

the research culture of this

Techniques for Hyperspectral

paper

on

Feature

‘Wavelet
Extraction

on

Data’ has recently been published in the Journal of

Support

Indian Society of Remote Sensing. He has also published in

commendable.

journals like Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing

His paper on ‘AI Techniques

and IEEE Proceedings and presented in several national

department.

His

Clinical

Decision

System

is

work

deployed in Medical field using Clinical Decision Support
System’ focuses on improving the accuracy, sensitivity
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commendable.

and international conferences.
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Exemplary Projects
To honour stellar projects, the IT department came up with the notion of ‘Best Project’ awards this year. We,
therefore, searched for what we call ‘the best of the best’ among projects that stood out for their innovation
and looked for the ‘wow’ factor.
The winning projects reflect the culmination of effort put forth by students as well as their coordinators.

‘Smart Home Applications Using Mobile’ was developed by
Saada Said Al Quraini, Salwa Salim Maamari, Aiysha Salim
Al Quraini, Karima Sulaiman Al Dhohali , Amani Hamad Al
Maiahi and under the counsel of Mr. Syed Shadab. This
Mobile application could enable the control of appliances
at home while the owner is out. The project prototype was
used to control small LEDs through the mobile application.

Under the guidance of Ms. Khoula Al Saadi, students
Saed Said Al-Badri, Amjad Khamis AL-Quraini and Hamad
Sulaiman Al-Fadhil submitted ‘Securing Converged Network
by Encryption and Firewall for an Enterprise’ .
The idea of the project focused on a converged
network and the use of multiple communication modes
in a single network which offered convenience and
flexibility. Furthermore, the network was made secure
by implementing security features like firewall, VPN and
cryptography.

Acknowledging Student Contribution
The Department of IT would like to

acknowledge the special

contribution and leadership qualities of Hisham Al Nasri, a diploma
first year student who created the ‘IP Address Convertor’, a ‘C++’
- based project that enables IP Address conversion in a StudentCentred Learning Environment.

Faculty Mentored Undergraduate Research Award Program

TRC-FURAP Best Project Award – 2016, Energy and Industry Sector

Smart and Energy - efficient Aquaponics Greenhouse for Sustainable Agriculture in the
Sultanate of Oman (SEAGSAO)
Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor : Ms. Analene Montesines Nagayo
Project Award: 2016 under Energy and Industry Sector
Duration: September 2015 – June 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project Members:
• Rashid Saif Rashid Al Yahmadi (Team Leader)
• Maher Khalifa Mohammed Al Busaidi
• Mohammed Rashid Humaid Al Maqbali
• Ghareeb Jameel Obaid Al Muhairzi
• Raad Khalifa Salim Al Izki
• Amal Saud Saif Al Hadhrami
• Hiba Bader bin Mehanna bin Saif Al Rujaibi

Condition-based Monitoring(CBM) of a
Centre Lathe for Improving the Equipment
Availability and Operational Life

Design and Fabrication of a Solar-assisted
Humidification-Dehumidification (HDH)
Seawater Desalination System

In modern manufacturing, machineries must become
increasingly flexible and reliable in order to increase
productivity, enhance quality and reduce cost. Machine
tool condition monitoring is very important to achieve
this goal. This project endeavors to focus on the
Condition Monitoring of the spindle bearing of a Lathe
machine. The vibration signatures for different load
conditions are recorded to determine the dynamic
characteristics of the system. These
vibration
signatures are analyzed to determine causes of
inaccuracy in the manufacturing process and faulty
components.

The aim of this project is to develop a humidifying
and dehumidifying (HDH) system for extracting
pure water from saline water using solar energy. The
main parts of the system are solar water heater,heat
exchanger, humidifier,dehumidifier, water cooler, blower,
pumps, saline water tank and pure water tank. Saline
water is heated in the heat exchanger to about 600
C using the solar water heater. The Humidification
and Dehumidification (HDH) desalination system was
designed and fabricated successfully. The system was
tested and was found to be performing satisfactorily.

Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor: Mr. James Joseph
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
Husam Ali Marhoon Al Hashmi
Hatim Bassam Abdul Karim Al Balushi
Abdullah Khamis Suliman Al Kuioumi
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A Smart and Energy - efficient
Aquaponics Greenhouse System
was designed and implemented
to primarily promote sustainable
agriculture using modern
farming practices and engineering
methods that are profitable,
environmentally sound and
beneficial for communities in
Oman.
The experimental data and analysis
of results show the reliability of the
designed Aquaponics Greenhouse
system.

Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor: Mr. Mohan Chandra
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
Ayman Khalifa Mohammed Al Khanbashi
Marwan Qasim Mohammed Al Balushi
Moatasim Hamood Nasser Al Bashri

Faculty Mentored Undergraduate Research Award Program

Development of a Wave Energy
Converter for Clean Power Generation
from Oman Sea Coast
Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor: Mr. A. Goel
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
• Talib Ali Al Khatri
• Bader Salim Al Lamki
• Ahmed Khamis Al-Hinaai
• Nehal Hamed Al Kiyomi
• Mazoon Said Al Hosni

Renewable energy integrated utility
grid with smart distribution energy
management system for future load
demand in the sultanate of Oman
Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor: Mr. Jagabandhu Kar
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
• Qais Saeed Al Abdullah Al-Buwaiqi
• Mazin Mubarak Al Harrasi
• RuqayaKhalaf said Al- Mamari
• Zalkha Mohammed Ali Al-Saadi
• Yamma Saif Al Saidi
• Talib Khalifa Hamdan Al-Tuwairishi

Tracking System using Passive Solar
RFID Tags & Ultra Frequency RFID
Readers for Identifying the Individual
in the Specified Area.
Department: Information Technology
Academic supervisor: Ms. Tamilarasi.G.
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
Manal Talib Mohammed Al Anboori (Team Leader)
Hanan Salim Abdullah Al-Fazari
Fatma Hamdan Saif Al-Nadabi

The present TRC- funded project deals with the development
of a laboratory scaled model of wave energy converter (WEC)
to understand the potential of wave energy available at different
locations of the Oman sea.
The developed design has been tested with the actual environment
attributes of the Oman’s sea to analyze the efficiency of
energy conversion from incident waves to output power.
Furthermore, simulation study is also conducted with different
sea conditions and results obtained are also included. Finally,
based on the results obtained, suggestions on the feasibility and
practical application of the ocean WEC for Oman is presented.

In this TRC funded project, a residential smart hybrid Grid
Integration System is designed to use solar potential available in
Sultanate of Oman. The basic goal of this project is to arrive at
a comprehensive solution for future power shortage problem by
localizing the solar power generation at the customer site and
arriving at an intelligent new algorithm for efficient scheduling of
the loads and optimized use of solar and utility grid power.
This project is implemented by designing and testing the
following systems.
a. Residential Smart Hybrid Grid Integration System
b. Smart Distribution Intelligence System
c. Smart Local Distribution Centre

The most significant barrier to improve passive RFID tags is
the limitation on the amount of power that can be harvested
for operation. The aim of this project is to incorporate the solar
harvesting capability into existing passive RFID tags without
changing the tag association process. Our approach employs the
tag’s antenna as a dual function element in which the antenna
simultaneously harvests RF energy, communicates with RFID
reader and harvests solar energy for auxiliary power. Radio
frequency identification (RFID) is the technology that puts an
RFID tag on animals or people, so that they can be identified,
tracked and managed automatically.

Faculty Mentored Undergraduate Research Award Program

Mini-plant to produce steam and generate
electricity from Solar Energy.
The project aims to build a solar trough that will reflect and
concentrate solar lights onto a pipe. The water in the pipe
is to be heated and converted to steam. The steam shall
rotate turbine blades which will rotate the generator shaft
to produce electricity.
Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor: Mr. Saif Khelfan Saif AL-Jahwari
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
Sami Said Al Saidi
Ahmed Saif AlMawali
Ahmed Mohammed Alhashmi
Fahad Hammod AlBashari
Khalid Mahoond Alsubhi

Design & Fabrication of Submarine for Fish
Harvesting and Study of Aquatic Animals in
Oman Sea
Fishing contributes to the major non-oil exports in Oman.
To enhance the production of fish harvesting, the use of
advanced technology is crucial. The ROV (Remotely
Operated Underwater Vehicle) designed is equipped with
a water-proof camera to view underwater marine creatures
and a sonar system to locate the fish.
Department: Engineering
Academic supervisor: Mr. Mahesh Kumar Namballa
Duration: September 2015 – August 2016
Fund Amount: 2400 OMR
Project members:
Ahmed Sulaiman
Saif Al-Hinaai Mohammed
Abdullah Hamid Al-Hamadi
Saif Khamis Mohammed Al Hajri

New FURAP Projects for 2016 to 2017

In continuation of the collaboration between The Research Council and Al Musanna College of Technology,
four new FURAP Projects were approved for funding.

Controlling of Traffic, based
on Density using Android

Department: Information Technology
Academic Supervisor: Mr. Faheem Ahmad
Project members:
Amna Khamis Harith Al Khanbashi(Team Leader)
Zamzam Mohammed Ali Al Hashmi
Marwa Khamis Salim al Harasi
Nasra Said Salim AlObaidani

Experimental Investigation of Date palm
Leaf Fiber-Reinforced Recycled Polyethylene
Terephthalate Composites for Structural
Application in Oil and Gas Industry
Department: Engineering
Academic Supervisor: Mr. Khadersab A
Project members:
Mohammed Darwish Mohamed Ali Al Khaziry
Salim Suliman Fadhel Al Farsi
Emad Ramadhan Al-Harrasi
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A Smart Solar-powered Waste Segregation
System with Integrated Self-driving
Robot Collector towards Environmental
Sustainability in School Campus (SWSSTCR)
Department: Engineering
Academic Supervisor:
Ms. Analene Montesines-Nagayo
Project members:
Mazna Said Hamdan Al Saidi
Ammar Yousuf Al Farsi
Ali Khamis Ali Al Kharusi
Raja Muhammed Al Rawahi
Tasnim Khasif Al Mughaizwi
Omar Rashid Al Maqbali
Ammar Said Al Hosni

A Study On Employer’s Expectations and
Skill Gaps among Graduates of Colleges of
Technology
Department: Business Studies
Academic Supervisor : Ms. Shagufta M Farooq
Project members:
Abeer Abdulkarim Al Balushi (team leader)
Afrah Rashid Al-Ghadani
Amal khalid Al-Saleh

ACT’s 2nd Stage
Accreditation

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Academic Board members are
teamed into 8 standards and
are in the process of preparing
the draft of Institutional Standard
Assessment Application (ISAA). The
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Monitoring System. The result of
the Standard Assessment process
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evaluating whether ACT has met
the applicable standards of the
nine institutional standards (where
applicable) set by the OAAA or
not.
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desired requirements confirm that
the college is moving towards its
strategic objectives.
ACT conducts self-assessment of
its own processes and practices
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(ISA Manual, January 2016)
Many challenges and difficulties
were encountered in this ISAA
preparation. However, the whole
process has brought the ACT
community together in a closer
working mode than ever before.
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